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About This Game

Lifeliqe VR Museum brings Lifeliqe's interactive learning experiences into VR for the first time!

Learn about a cell, join ancient dinosaurs for a walk, or visit a prehistoric settlement that dates back to the seventh millennium
B.C.
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These immersive learning experiences empower students to spark light bulb moments. By visualizing scientific concepts and
environments that would be otherwise unaccessible, learners can boost their curiosity and learning passion. Lifeliqe is an

engaging learning world that learners will love and adults will wish they could have in schools when they were kids.

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Lifeliqe VR Museum
Genre: Free to Play, Simulation
Developer:
Lifeliqe, Inc.
Publisher:
Lifeliqe, Inc.
Release Date: 4 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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HARD..... but its what all bullet hell games are so...... I'm just suck XD, this game is alright, not bad, would recommend to
normal people but not people who like to rage quit all the time :T. For two bucks I got almost 10 hours out of it. How could I
give it anything other than a thumbs up?. Absolute♥♥♥♥♥. Fatty Bear is quite possibly the greatest MOBA/Point and
Pinch/Psychological Horror game on the market right now. I recommend this game if you are coming from a game that requires
serious mechanical aim like GMOD and Wild Animal Racing. It's quite hard to play the bowling mini game without any
mechanical aim naturally because of the spray patterns of the ball. Also the cake baking is a little touch when you can't hit your
shots. Please keep in mind this is one scary game. The dog monster you unleash and have to contain has a few jump scares. Like
when he comes out of the box, so children and special needs people beware!!! It's pretty spooky. The Moba characters in it are
pretty balanced, except for mom and dad, they are over powered pieces of♥♥♥♥♥♥(Humongous Ent. nerf please). The
community could be less toxic as well, they yell things at me when I am trying to find all of the letters.. Fun little game. wish
there was controller support
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i love this game. i watched markiplier play it. the only complaint i have is that my mouse doesnt have a left click, so i cant even
get past the first part of the game because it requires you to turn your flashlight on before you can move.. Looks really fun so
far!. they said it was short it was but it was a good game gg (worth it when on sale ). Well polished. Playing it on keyboard is
insane but fun! I wonder how an online multiplayer could work for it.. Having playing this online. I thought I would buy the full
version and its a simple game to play. You have to build a roman path within a time limite to open up the next level. But also
you have to do tasks such as feed your workers, gather wood to build the path and bridges as well as fulfil side tasks to fulfil the
requirements of the level. The game is easy at first that is intentional to get you settled into playing the game. Then it becomes
more challenging as you unlock harder levels in the game. Worth a try if you like those kind of games.. Sorry, but I will have to
give this a thumbs down for now. I will keep playing and if the points below gets improved, I will change it for sure, cause it has
potential.

After playing some rogue like games, this one is still a lot unpolished for the time of development. I played single player and
coop with friends.
- The game mechanics as an FPS is not smooth, you will feel when you play. Movement is very clunky and the character looks
like it has some weight in its gear. Even getting the upgrades during some levels, it is strange.
- Enemies at first looks nice, but their movement is really bad... I mean, bad. Change their behavior and movement and I am
sure it will be nice.
- Opening doors, chests, etc, is painful to watch. Because, again, character looks all clunky.
- Weapons shooting is also not nice, you can see enemies getting hit in a delayed way, also their movement and attacks (even in
SP).
- There are a few more minor points...

Devs, I am sure you put some love in the game, the above I believe it is the basic of FPS games, for movement and some action.
If you fix this, I believe it will improve a lot. I know it has bugs on SP and MP, that's why I am not considering these here. My
points are the basic of any first person shooter.. I love everything about this game. The level up system, the story, the game
mechanics. This game is awesome. You should really try it if you haven't already.. Worst discord mod ever ---> Bad community.
Literally the community will ruin your gaming experience. Some how people can't accept the fact that I beat one of the highest
rank player ONCE. And I specificly said once but, I guess it's too much for them to take. IDK what's the big deal about it.. This
was scary as ♥♥♥♥. The small amount of light in front of you and requiring you to walk into the unknown is beyond scary. I
don't love jumpscares since they're cheap but for free this is worth a playthrough. Just be warned, you will probably scream at a
couple parts.. Season Match
Rating: 6/10

Nice clear graphics, good audio quality, 'just one more'.
Good click training for Diablo 3.
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